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Privacy Dr. is an application designed to lend you a hand with cleaning logs, cookies and other files that store information associated with your user profiles on various online services as well as browsers. Enables you to erase cookies and login info from browsers The application comes with a sleek and stylish interface that is designed with multiple tabs
representative for the function they can perform. Therefore, if you have a precise cleaning task in mind, you can easily access it from the dedicated tab. The highlight of the program stems from the fact that it provides you with a quick way to clean your browser history and IM chats. In addition, it comes with a Sandbox where you can store potentially dangerous
websites or pages that you need to access. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the app supports a limited number of browsers, namely Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Edge. The same limitation applies to the IM clients, as the app solely works with Yahoo Messenger, Skype, ooVoo, ICQ and Trillian.  It would have been nice if the tool allowed you to
add the browser and instant messaging solution you are using. It helps you clean local trace files and records Sometimes, cleaning browser history is just not enough, particularly in the case of services create local files that are stored in various locations. As an advanced privacy protection solution, the application allows you erase your offline computer activity. Then
again, you should bear in mind that the program does not delete anything without your permission, but rather enables you to specify the files to be wiped. In the eventuality that you need to keep some files and records online, then you can access the settings and configure the information and applications that should be excluded. A handy application for performing
complete system cleanups All in all, Privacy Dr. allows you to securely clean tracks and records about your local and online activity and hence, it can help you protect your privacy while increasing the security of your system at the same time. Pros: Support for all major browsers. Support for multiple instant messaging services. Simple and easy to use. Support for all
major browsers. Support for multiple instant messaging services. Simple and easy to use. Cons: Lacks the ability to add different instant messaging services to the tool. To learn more about the software, you can read its official page. Disclaimer: This app is not affiliated with the software developer(s) and/or publisher(s) listed on Free download link above.
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KEYMACRO is a keyboard macro software that enables you to set keyboard shortcuts in a way that suits your needs. With this software, you can record macro applications, assign the same keyboard combination to a series of selected text, execute a set of commands on the website or file you are currently in or view the text you have selected in the content of the file.
This way, you can speed up your work, and get the best of both worlds. You can set the keyboard combination that will be used to activate the macro, and specify the text that will be inserted, replaced or deleted as well as the number of repetitions. You can also set up macros that use the new selected text. You can make your favorite search, website, file, or type or
website link as your keyboard shortcut to quickly access it, as well as use the macro to quickly access different options on websites or email. The customizable shortcut key and the number of repetitions ensure that you are always able to perform your work quickly and efficiently. Key Macro functions: • Shortcut key: Allow you to set the keyboard shortcut that will be
used to activate the macro. • Activate: Allows you to select a macro, the target of the macro, the text to insert, or to delete, or the number of repetitions you want. • Repeat: Allows you to repeat the macro you selected as many times as you want. • Settings: Allows you to customize your keyboard shortcuts to make them even more efficient. • Exit: Allows you to
return to your work after pressing the key macro you set. Key Macro settings: • Shortcut key: Set a specific keyboard shortcut to activate the macro. • Target: Specify the target of the macro, the website or file. • Insert text: Specify the text you want to be inserted. • Replace: Specify the text you want to replace with. • Number of repetitions: The number of times
you want to repeat the macro. • New text: Select the new text you want to replace or to delete the text. • Repeat: Set the number of times you want the macro to repeat. • Exit: When the macro is activated, return to the work you were doing before the macro was recorded. Key Macro fields: • Command: Specify the command you want to run when you press the
shortcut key to activate the macro. • Insert text: Specify the text you want to insert 2edc1e01e8
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Privacy Dr is a security software that helps you clean up your Windows system for complete privacy protection. The software is designed to remove browser history, cookies, cache files, local trace logs and other unwanted files and records that should not be collected by the online or offline applications and browsers. The application includes a set of tools for the
private browsing mode to erase data that is stored in the memory of your computer. Furthermore, it supports a powerful utility that allows you to erase files on your computer, provided that you supply the full path to each file. The program comes with a clean, neat and clear design with sleek and simple interface. Privacy Dr provides you with a secure way to delete
information and files that is stored in various locations on your computer. The tool comes with a clean, stylish and intuitive interface. The program allows you to erase browser history, cookies, cache files, trace logs and other online information. Privacy Dr enables you to clean up the content of the temporary internet files folder on the disk as well as logs and records
created in the memory. In addition, the tool is designed to protect your online information by deleting web history, cache files, browser history, cookies, passwords and login records. The application is compatible with a wide range of browsers and instant messaging solutions including Yahoo! Messenger, Skype, ooVoo, ICQ and Trillian. The same limitation applies to
the Windows 7, 8, 10 and Mac OS X platforms. The program comes with a clean, neat and simple interface. Therefore, you can easily use it to erase cookies, browser history and other online data. Privacy Dr helps you to secure your online activity and data. It is a security software that provides you with a quick way to clean up browser history, cookies, cache, IM
chats, local trace files and other information that is stored in various locations on your computer. Key Features: • Clean browser history • Clean browser cookies • Clear local web history • Remove files and recycle them • Clean IM chats • Erase browser history • Erase browser cookies • Delete cookies, login information • Erase local trace files • Remove computer
activity • Erase web history • Erase cache files • Erase cookies, password and login records • Erase browser history, browser cookies, cache files, cookies, login records • Erase web history, browser history, cache files, cookies, login records • Remove online activity • Delete online activity • Remove
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What's New in the?

Privacy Dr. is an application designed to lend you a hand with cleaning logs, cookies and other files that store information associated with your user profiles on various online services as well as browsers. Enables you to erase cookies and login info from browsers The application comes with a sleek and stylish interface that is designed with multiple tabs
representative for the function they can perform. Therefore, if you have a precise cleaning task in mind, you can easily access it from the dedicated tab. The highlight of the program stems from the fact that it provides you with a quick way to clean your browser history and IM chats. In addition, it comes with a Sandbox where you can store potentially dangerous
websites or pages that you need to access. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the app supports a limited number of browsers, namely Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer and Edge. The same limitation applies to the IM clients, as the app solely works with Yahoo Messenger, Skype, ooVoo, ICQ and Trillian.  It would have been nice if the tool allowed you to
add the browser and instant messaging solution you are using. It helps you clean local trace files and records Sometimes, cleaning browser history is just not enough, particularly in the case of services create local files that are stored in various locations. As an advanced privacy protection solution, the application allows you erase your offline computer activity. Then
again, you should bear in mind that the program does not delete anything without your permission, but rather enables you to specify the files to be wiped. In the eventuality that you need to keep some files and records online, then you can access the settings and configure the information and applications that should be excluded. A handy application for performing
complete system cleanups All in all, Privacy Dr. allows you to securely clean tracks and records about your local and online activity and hence, it can help you protect your privacy while increasing the security of your system at the same time. 8. CleanEdge No Install |   Download CleanEdge No Install | We have yet to see if this popular application can handle
Windows 10 and Windows 8 and achieve the same objective that it did on Windows 7 and Windows Vista. It is a powerful PC application that should be worth a try, as it can be used to speed up your system, make it more secure, protect it from online threats and many other activities. It can detect various system issues, it can clean traces, local files, browser history
and even lists of installed programs and items. Furthermore, CleanEdge can display various useful system and security related statistics, it can also detect and remove spyware, browser hijacker and other malicious programs and eliminate the threat of a security breach. It does so by offering you a real-time report of all the process that you run on your system and
the features that should be installed or deleted at a
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 or later Mac OS X Lion or later 2 GB RAM or more HDD space (at least 250 MB) Support: • Play through the available tour; we have 6 different levels to play through • Each level has bonus levels, which allow you to gain new points by completing the levels • Find out the real way to play the levels • In-game Help function; for those who have no technical
skills • Also available is an Achievements feature, where you can achieve the maximum points
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